Dialysis disequilibrium syndrome prevention and management

Abstract: The dialysis disequilibrium syndrome (DDS) is a clinical constellation of neurologic symptoms and signs occurring during or shortly following dialysis, especially when dialysis is first initiated. It is a diagnosis of exclusion occurring in those that are uremic and hyperosmolar, in whom rapid correction with renal replacement therapy leads to cerebral edema and raised intracranial pressure with resultant clinical neurologic manifestations. DDS is most commonly described in association with hemodialysis but can occur in patients with acute kidney injury requiring continuous renal replacement therapy (CRRT). To date, it has not been described in association with peritoneal dialysis. The syndrome is uncommon and becoming rarer, so performing randomized controlled trials to evaluate the effectiveness of potential therapies is almost impossible. This also makes studying the pathophysiology in humans challenging. It is associated with mortality but is also preventable, so identification of patients at risk, preventive measures, early recognition and prompt management of DDS will minimize morbidity and mortality associated with this syndrome. While the focus of this review is the prevention and management of DDS, there will be an emphasis on what is known about the pathophysiology because it strongly impacts the prevention and management strategies.
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Introduction

On December 31, 2016, there were 726,331 prevalent end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients in the United States, and this number is increasing every year.1 By far the vast majority of these patients, just over 87%, begin renal replacement therapy with hemodialysis.1 Initiating this life-sustaining therapy can be complicated by dialysis disequilibrium syndrome (DDS), which manifests as neurologic symptoms and signs related to osmotic fluid shifts. Patients initiating dialysis with this modality are at highest risk for developing DDS, yet the syndrome is reportedly rare. The exact incidence is unknown, in part because only severe symptoms and signs, like seizures and mental status changes are recognized and reported as manifestations of DDS. Mild symptoms and signs like headache, nausea, and muscle cramps may represent the milder spectrum but not diagnosed as DDS. These symptoms are common during the hemodialysis procedure and often attributed to volume depletion due to excessive ultrafiltration. Thus, DDS may be more common than is reported. Suffice to say, changes in practice, in particular slowing down the rate of urea reduction in new dialysis patients, has resulted in DDS becoming less common with time.
dialysate.\textsuperscript{4,5} This strategy of maintaining a higher plasma sodium, and thus osmolality, during the earliest part of the hemodialysis procedure when solute removal is at its maximum, counterbalances the decrease in osmolality caused by urea and other small solute removal. Additionally, the higher plasma osmolality facilitates intravascular refilling during ultrafiltration, ameliorating hypotension and effects thereof.

DDS is not the only cause of hemodialysis-related headaches, defined by the International Classification of Headache as having no specific characteristics, occurring during dialysis and resolving within 72 hrs of the end of hemodialysis. Other etiologies include hypo- and hypertension, metabolic disturbances like hypoglycemia, hyper- and hyponatremia, hyperphosphatemia, uremia, caffeine deprivation, medication associated, stress and subdural hematomas.\textsuperscript{6,7} Often, the etiology is multifactorial and appropriate evaluation should be undertaken.

Dialysis was introduced as a potential therapy for renal failure in humans in 1924 by Georg Haas, and DDS was first described in a 1962 Lancet publication.\textsuperscript{8,9} Since its initial description, our understanding of this serious syndrome has improved. It is evident from animal and human studies that DDS is associated with the development of cerebral edema and increased intracranial pressure.\textsuperscript{10–12}

However, the exact mechanisms by which these events occur remain incompletely understood. Some insight can be acquired from knowledge about urea and water transport in the brain, across the blood–brain barrier and perturbations thereof occurring in the uremic milieu.

### Urea transporters and aquaporins in the brain
Since at least the early 1950s, it was shown that urea levels in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) track with, albeit for the most part remaining slightly lower than plasma levels in humans.\textsuperscript{13} Urea is an organic compound, the product created by humans and most mammals as a result of protein metabolism. Amino acids, the building blocks of proteins, are broken down by the liver into ammonia. Ammonia is neurotoxic, even in small concentrations, so the liver, via the urea cycle, metabolizes it to a soluble organic 113-Da compound, urea, which is transported to the kidneys where it is freely filtered by the glomerulus and excreted in the urine.

The volume of distribution of urea is large and levels in the brain mirror those in plasma. Urea has low lipid solubility, so

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Signs and symptoms of DDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symptoms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle cramps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: DDS, dialysis disequilibrium syndrome.
although it can move across cell membranes, this movement is slow. The ability of a solute to move across a semipermeable membrane is quantified as a reflection coefficient; a value of 0 means the solute is completely impermeable, whereas 1 refers to impermeability. The reflection coefficient of urea at the brain–blood barrier is 0.44. Rapid urea transit across cell membranes is facilitated by urea transporters (UTs). There are essentially two classes of UTs, encoded by two genes, each having several isoforms. Urea transporter A (UT-A) has nine isoforms localizing primarily to the kidneys, heart, liver, testis, and colon, whereas urea transporter B (UT-B) has two isoforms localizing to red blood cells, vasa recta and the brain. Renal failure results in accumulation of urea in the bloodstream and subsequent increase in brain and CSF urea concentrations.

Aquaporins (AQP) are small cell membrane proteins that, in the presence of an osmotic gradient, allow passage of water and sometimes small molecules like carbon dioxide and ammonia. Thus far, eleven subtypes of AQP have been identified in mammals and the degree of expression in different tissues and cells reflect the wide-ranging requirements for the regulation of water movement in various tissues and organs. In the brain, AQP1 localizes to the epithelial cells of the choroid plexus while AQP4 and AQP9 are found on astrocytes, ependymal cells and some neuronal subpopulations. Thus, AQP are important for water movement across the blood–brain barrier and brain–CSF interface.

Animal studies have demonstrated the crucial role of AQP4 channels in the development of cerebral edema under the influence of an osmotic gradient. In mice, deletion of AQP4, the predominant water channel in the brain, was associated with a 35% reduction in cerebral edema under conditions of water intoxication and focal ischemic stroke. Furthermore, neurologic outcome in the AQP4 deficient mice was better.

Two theories have been proposed as causing the cerebral edema seen in DDS: (1) the reverse urea effect and (2) idiogenic osmole.

The case for the reverse urea effect
Chronically uremic patients are in a steady state of hyperosmolality. Since urea equilibrates between the blood, brain, and other tissues, there is no osmotic gradient and thus no water movement associated with uremia. Urea is therefore called an ineffective osmole. Indeed, studies in nephrectomized rats revealed no change in their brain water content. Hemodialysis results in rapid removal of urea from the blood, much faster than the rate of equilibration between the brain and bloodstream across the blood–brain barrier, which results in an osmotic gradient that favors water movement into the brain, causing cerebral edema, raised intracranial pressure, and symptoms of DDS.

In their 1962 Lancet manuscript, Kennedy et al reported some patients had worsening symptoms of headache and confusion after hemodialysis. Measurement of pre- and post-dialysis CSF urea levels revealed that while CSF levels were comparable to or even slightly lower than blood levels pre-dialysis, by the end of hemodialysis, CSF urea levels remained much higher than blood, suggesting a lag of urea removal from the central nervous system during dialysis. This resulted in a higher gradient between the blood and CSF urea post dialysis; CSF levels remaining higher as blood urea quickly declined during hemodialysis. The authors hypothesized that lowering the blood urea led to fluid accumulation in the brain and raised intracranial pressure, resulting in the neurologic symptoms observed in their patients. This is the reverse of the analogy where intracranial pressure is temporarily reduced utilizing urea infusions by neurosurgeons. In this scenario, the urea infusion raises plasma osmolality, which results in water movement out of the brain and into the bloodstream, thus decreasing cerebral edema and reducing intracranial pressure. It can take up to 12–24 hrs for urea in the brain to equilibrate with blood, and thus during rapid dialysis, urea temporarily becomes an effective osmole, drawing water into the brain. This theory is called the reverse urea effect.

Interestingly, and providing additional supportive evidence for this theory, the uremic milieu alters expression of both UT-B and AQP proteins in the brains of rats; UT-B1 being reduced by 50% while AQP4 and AQP9 expression increased by 50% or more. The magnitude of transport across the AQP channel is determined by its permeability and plenitude in the cell membrane. Thus, it can be conceived that during hemodialysis, urea transport out of brain cells is significantly reduced while water flow into cells becomes more efficient, predisposing to the development of cerebral edema (Figure 1). Clinically, reducing the rate and degree of urea removal from the blood during initiation of hemodialysis has led to a reduction in the incidence of DDS.

Elegant diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies immediately before and after hemodialysis in rats provides evidence that the cerebral edema
occurring in DDS is interstitial rather than cytotoxic. Bilaterally nephrectomized rats had no change in their brain water content, suggesting that uremia did not change CNS water content. However, hemodialysis in uremic rats was associated with a significant increase in the apparent diffusion coefficient of brain water, implying that brain extracellular water increases and/or intracellular water decreases after hemodialysis. Since rats dialyzed against urea-containing dialysate did not demonstrate an increase in cerebral water content compared with animals dialyzed against urea-free dialysate, urea was implicated as the agent leading to an osmotic gradient between plasma and interstitial space or CSF, and leading to interstitial cerebral edema.

There is one small study in humans with ESRD where diffusion-weighted MRI studies revealed that even prior to the first hemodialysis session patients had evidence of interstitial cerebral edema, which worsened following the first hemodialysis treatment. The existing cerebral edema is thought to be secondary to abnormalities induced by uremia in the blood–brain barrier.

It is likely that the scenario is more complex, and the mechanism of developing cerebral edema in uremia may include a varying combination of osmotic, vasogenic, and cytotoxic edema. Two pediatric patients with severe uremia and acidosis undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy (CRRT) developed DDS, and MRI revealed evidence of cytotoxic and vasogenic white matter edema in both patients. One of the patients had severe acute kidney injury (AKI) and no cerebral edema on head CT scan preceding initiation of renal replacement therapy. The patients, aged between 14 and 11 years, with BUNs of 210 and 214 mg/dL secondary to advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) and AKI, respectively, were also significantly acidic at presentation, with serum bicarbonates of 7 and 13 mmol/L, respectively. The patient with CKD had no other electrolyte abnormalities and developed seizures after 14 hrs on CRRT when urea was reduced by 65% of the pre-CRRT level and serum osmolality decreased by 42 mmol/kg. The patient with AKI presented with mental status changes and severe hypernatremic dehydration (serum sodium 174 mmol/L). Initial head CT revealed no

---

**Figure 1** Changes in brain urea transporter B (UT-B) and aquaporin channels 4 and 9 (AQP4 and AQP9) expression. Reproduced from Tuchman S, Khademian ZP, Mistry K. Dialysis disequilibrium syndrome occurring during continuous renal replacement therapy. Clin Kidney J. 2013;6(5):526–529 by permission of Oxford University Press. (A) Normal, non-uremic milieu. (B) During chronic uremia, UT-B expression decreases by approximately 50%, while that of AQP4 and AQP9 increases by 50% or more. Cell volume remains unchanged compared with normal. (C) During rapid urea removal, as occurs during hemodialysis, the reduced number of brain UT-B results in slower movement of urea from the intracellular to extracellular compartment than is removed from the extracellular compartment by dialysis. The resulting osmotic gradient, coupled with increased brain AQP expression, results in water movement into cells, and subsequent cerebral edema.
brain abnormalities. Ten hours after CRRT was initiated, neurologic signs of clonus developed, at which time despite a modest 23% urea reduction, serum osmolality had decreased by 38 mmol/kg. In both patients, CRRT was discontinued and mannitol administered with resultant improvement in neurologic status. Both patients made a full neurologic, and in the patient with AKI, renal recovery. These cases underscore the importance of both the extent as well as the rate of urea and osmolality reduction, in the pathogenesis of DDS.

**Generation of idiogenic osmoles**

Hyperosmolality secondary to chronic hyperglycemia and hypernatremia is accompanied by an adaptive response by the cerebral cortex whereby unidentified solutes called idiogenic osmoles are generated.27,28 These intracellular osmoles prevent the generation of an osmotic gradient between plasma and cerebral cells, protecting the brain from dehydration. Rapid correction of the hyperglycemia and/or hypernatremia leads to an osmotic gradient between the brain and plasma, favoring water movement into the brain with resultant cerebral edema.27

In a 1973 publication, Arieff et al proposed that during rapid hemodialysis of dogs, a similar process occurred and new osmotically active particles, idiogenic osmoles, are created by the brain.29 It is these osmoles and not urea, which results in maintenance of intracellular hyperosmolality, with consequent development of cerebral edema during rapid hemodialysis. Similar to previous studies, this study also showed that urea removal from the cerebral cortex and CSF lags behind that of plasma during hemodialysis. Brain osmolality was higher in animals undergoing rapid dialysis compared with slow dialysis, and the difference could not be accounted for by sodium, potassium, chloride and urea, leading to the hypothesis that unmeasured idiogenic osmoles were generated. One caveat of this study is that cortical brain urea was measured after the development of cerebral edema and thus could have been diluted. Since brain urea was not corrected for dry weight, its contribution to the cerebral hyperosmolality may have been underestimated.

It seems unlikely that generation of idiogenic organic osmoles plays a significant role in the development of DDS associated with CKD. Two studies in rats demonstrated this. In one study, rats underwent rapid hemodialysis 42 hrs after bilateral ureteral ligation.30 Those animals undergoing rapid dialysis had an increase in brain water content and higher brain to plasma urea ratios compared with non-dialyzed uremic controls. There was no significant difference in the brain content of sodium and potassium between groups and major organic osmolytes (glutamine, glutamate, taurine and myo-inositol) did not increase significantly after rapid dialysis. The retention of brain urea despite the large decrease in plasma urea concentration was able to account for the increase in brain water observed in rapidly dialyzed animals.

In another study, the role of organic osmolytes (eg, inositol, taurine, glutamine, glutamate, glycerophosphorylcholine and creatinine) in AKI and CKD was examined in rats.31 A similar response to that seen in hyperglycemia and hypernatremia was observed in animals with AKI but not in chronic uremia. Thus, acutely in the first 48 hrs, idiogenic osmoles are generated in the brain to prevent fluid shifts and cellular dehydration. However, as urea equilibrates across the cerebral cell membranes, the role of idiogenic osmoles is reduced and chronic uremia is not associated with the accumulation of organic osmolytes in brain cells.31 This may partly explain the DDS seen in patients with AKI while on CRRT, as described by Tuchman et al.26

**The role of metabolic acidosis, cerebral acidosis and anemia**

AKI and CKD are frequently complicated by metabolic acidosis, which can be severe and often accompanied by appropriate compensatory hyperventilation to maintain pH. There is much debate as to the ideal timeframe within which metabolic acidosis should be corrected due to the concern of paradoxical brain and CSF acidosis. When bicarbonate is rapidly administered, increasing blood pH, the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO₂) rises due to abatement of compensatory hyperventilation and conversion of the bicarbonate to carbon dioxide (CO₂) by carbonic anhydrase.32 The CO₂ rapidly diffuses into the brain and CSF, forming carbonic acid and decreasing CSF pH. The excess hydrogen ions displace bound sodium and potassium, which together with formation of organic acids, increase intracellular osmolality and promote cerebral edema.33,34

Hemodialysis results in a relatively rapid correction of metabolic acidosis primarily using bicarbonate-containing dialysate. Uremic dogs undergoing hemodialysis had significant increases in intracranial pressure compared to controls. Furthermore, and importantly, animals dialyzed against a higher bicarbonate bath, 20 vs 28 mmol/L, had
higher intracranial pressure.\textsuperscript{10} Studies in children with diabetic ketoacidosis revealed that those with low PCO\textsubscript{2} and high BUN at presentation treated with bicarbonate therapy were at increased risk of cerebral edema.\textsuperscript{35} Metabolic acidosis is a known risk factor for the development of DDS, and rapid correction during the hemodialysis procedure may play a role.

An additional factor playing a role is the effect of acid-base perturbations on the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve. Metabolic acidosis, commonly associated with renal failure, is accompanied by a shift of the oxyhemoglobin curve to the right, thus at a given partial pressure of oxygen the percent oxygen saturation of hemoglobin is reduced, meaning hemoglobin releases oxygen and tissue oxygen delivery is increased. Anemia, another common complication of CKD, is an additional stimulus for shifting the oxyhemoglobin curve to the right.

Studies in humans have shown a right shift of the oxyhemoglobin curve in uremic patients, and it shifts to the left during and after dialysis.\textsuperscript{36,37} The rising alkalization during dialysis leads to an acute increase in affinity for oxygen by hemoglobin, adversely affecting tissue oxygenation and contributing to tissue and cerebral hypoxia, which may further contribute to observed neurologic manifestations of DDS.

**Prevention of DDS**

Recognition of patients at highest risk for DDS (Table 2) is important, providing an opportunity to implement even more cautious clearance in these populations as a preventive strategy. Vulnerable patients include the young and elderly as well as those that are hyperosmolar from severe uremia, hypernatremia and hyperglycemia. Additional risk factors include existing neurologic abnormalities and the presence of metabolic acidosis.

Since the DDS is primarily the result of osmotic fluid shifts into the brain, avoidance of generation of a significant osmotic gradient between the blood and brain during hemodialysis should prevent the syndrome. This can be achieved using three strategies: 1) reducing clearance so as to lessen the reduction of plasma osmolality, and thus osmotic gradient post dialysis, 2) increasing the time over which clearance is performed and 3) adding another osmotically active agent like sodium or mannitol as urea is removed by hemodialysis, so that plasma osmolality does not change significantly.

There are no controlled trials demonstrating ideal urea clearance and the time on dialysis over which to achieve the clearance in order to prevent DDS. Compared with hemodialysis, a 5-hr hemofiltration treatment has a slower rate of urea reduction and lower post-dialysis CSF urea, that is, a smaller gradient between blood and CSF.\textsuperscript{38} In this study, hemofiltration reduced symptoms of DDS.

In adults with ESRD, reducing urea by 40% over 2 hrs is generally recommended when initiating dialysis. However, this recommendation is not evidence based and the prescription should be adjusted for less efficient and slower urea clearance in populations at high risk for DDS.

Studies in guinea pigs revealed that a change in plasma osmolality of about 45 mmol/kg is required for cerebral edema to develop.\textsuperscript{39} Cerebral edema develops in children with hypernatremia when plasma osmolality is decreased by 48 mmol/kg per day, but not 24–28.8 mmol/kg per day; that is to say rapid correction of hypernatremia at a rate of 1 mmol/L per hour results in cerebral edema but not at a slower correction rate of 0.5–0.6 mmol/L per hour.\textsuperscript{40,41} Hence the current recommendations for correcting chronic hypernatremia at a maximum rate of 0.5 mmol/L per hour or 12 mmol/L per day. This is equivalent to decreasing plasma osmolality by a maximum of 24 mmol/kg per day.

Since the reflection coefficient of sodium is 1 compared with 0.44 for urea, there may be room for allowance of a larger osmotic drop in renal failure as urea equilibrates between the brain and blood. However, as previously mentioned, this equilibration takes time, and hence for several hours during and following the hemodialysis procedure, urea serves as an effective osmole. Furthermore, the up-regulation of AQP and down-regulation of UT-B increases the likelihood of cerebral edema in uremic patients undergoing renal replacement therapy. Thus, targeting the urea reduction so as not to decrease the plasma osmolality by >20–24 mmol/kg

### Table 2 Risk factors for developing DDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First dialysis treatment</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Elderly</th>
<th>High BUN</th>
<th>Hypernatremia</th>
<th>Hyperglycemia</th>
<th>Metabolic acidosis</th>
<th>Preexisting neurologic abnormalities</th>
<th>Preexisting cerebral edema</th>
<th>Conditions associated with an increased permeability of the blood brain barrier, eg, meningitis, vasculitis, CNS tumors, hemolytic uremic syndrome or thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** DDS, dialysis disequilibrium syndrome; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; CNS, central nervous system.
per day makes sense. This amounts to urea reduction of not >56–67 mg/dL per day. If, in addition to urea, there are other substances like glucose or sodium contributing to hyperosmolality, then consideration should be given to slower correction of all the osmotically active substances, so as to limit the reduction of plasma osmolality. Supportive evidence of this approach is provided by a report of a patient with severe AKI who developed DDS despite a modest 23% urea reduction over 10 hrs of CRRT because a concomitant correction of hypernatremia led to plasma osmolality decreasing by 38 mmol/kg in 10 hrs.26

It is not only the magnitude of urea reduction but the rate of reduction that is important. In animal studies, dogs dialyzed rapidly over 100 mins developed DDS compared with those dialyzed slowly over 200 mins, despite similar degrees of urea reduction in the two groups.29 It is important to note that in this study, animals dialyzed slowly had raised intracranial pressure, although they did not develop cerebral edema.

Thus, taking measures to limit clearance so as not to reduce plasma osmolality by >20–24 mmol/kg per day, while at the same time selecting for a longer duration of dialysis, should prevent DDS. This can be achieved by choosing smaller dialyzers and reducing the blood flow rate, especially when dialysis is first initiated. Clearance can gradually be increased by approximately 20% daily over 3–4 days to achieve goal urea reduction of approximately 70% during the hemodialysis session. Of course, the more risk factors for DDS present, the slower the rate and degree of urea reduction should be.

In uremic patients with severe fluid overload, consider performing ultrafiltration only followed by hemodialysis, or vice versa, in order to address the volume overload while limiting urea clearance. Plasma osmolality has been shown not to decrease during ultrafiltration alone, making this a safe option.42

Another strategy for reducing the osmotic gradient created by the rapid removal of urea during hemodialysis is to replace the urea with another osmotically active substance during the dialysis procedure, thus maintaining plasma osmolality. The most commonly used agents are sodium and mannitol, less commonly used agents include glucose and urea, while other agents like glycerol in dialysate have not been studied in humans.

Serum sodium can be raised during the dialysis procedure by using hypernatremic dialysate. In a small study, patients undergoing highly efficient hemodialysis, including some for the first time, were monitored clinically and by electroencephalography (EEG). Patients who underwent dialysis maintaining the plasma osmolality using higher dialysate sodium chloride concentrations of 144–154 mmol/L had a significantly lower incidence of EEG changes and none developed symptoms suggestive of DDS compared with controls dialyzed against a standard 133 mmol/L sodium dialysate.43

Similarly, glucose and urea can be added to dialysate. Hyperglycemia induced by high glucose dialysate acts similarly to hypernatremia. Urea can be added to achieve the concentration to which one wants it to equilibrate, limiting the decline of urea concentration irrespective of the efficiency of hemodialysis. However, neither high glucose dialysate nor adding urea to dialysate is readily available for routine clinical use.

In a study evaluating high glucose dialysate (717 mg/dL) and intravenous mannitol (1 g/kg) on plasma osmolality in chronic dialysis patients, it was found that the usual 10 mmol/kg fall in plasma osmolality during hemodialysis was reduced by about 50% to 5.2 mmol/kg with the use of high glucose dialysate, to 4.3 mmol/kg with intravenous mannitol and 1.7 mmol/kg in patients treated with both.44 The investigators found that mild symptoms of DDS decreased from 67% to 10% in these patients, an effect independent of ultrafiltration rate. When used alone, intravenous mannitol is more effective than high glucose dialysate.

In addition to the hyperosmolality, addressing other factors that could contribute to cerebral edema and hypoxia may be important. Using a lower bicarbonate dialysate concentration and improving metabolic acidosis more gradually may ameliorate the adverse effects of rapid alkalization.

**Treatment of DDS**

The most critical intervention is the prevention of DDS. When neurologic symptoms and signs (Table 2) develop in patients undergoing renal replacement therapy, especially hemodialysis but also CRRT, the differential diagnosis includes uremic, toxic and infectious encephalopathy, electrolyte abnormalities like hyponatremia, hyper-or hypoglycemia, hemorrhagic and ischemic cerebrovascular accidents, subdural hematoma, malignant hypertension, and DDS. There is no diagnostic test for DDS; it is a diagnosis of exclusion.

When DDS is suspected, strong consideration should be given to discontinuing the dialysis treatment. If symptoms are very mild, blood flow rate should be reduced to decrease urea clearance. The patient should be closely monitored and
the dialysis session discontinued immediately if symptoms worsen or if severe. Evaluation for other causes of neurologic deterioration should be undertaken (see differential diagnosis above) and appropriately managed.

When it occurs, management of DDS is supportive, as with any other patient with acute neurologic deterioration and suspected raised intracranial pressure and cerebral edema. Maintain the airway and consider hyperventilation. In addition, the cerebral edema can be treated by increasing plasma osmolality with mannitol or hypertonic saline to reduce the osmotic gradient between the blood and brain.44–46 Nevertheless, when advanced and severe, DDS may progress rapidly and be fatal.47 Thus, early recognition of risk factors for DDS in patients beginning renal replacement therapy for severe AKI and/or advanced CKD, and execution of preventive measures is essential in managing these patients and improving outcomes.

Conclusion

The population with renal failure at risk for developing DDS is large, yet the syndrome is rare because measures to prevent it are already part of routine practice. While most commonly associated with advanced CKD and initiation of hemodialysis, DDS can occur in patients with severe AKI and those treated with CRRT. Recognition of patients at high risk, slowing down the efficiency and rate of urea clearance, limiting the decrease in plasma osmolality and avoiding bicarbonate-based rapid correction of metabolic acidosis are strategies for prevention of this syndrome.
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